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Instructions 

1. It is compulsory to answer all the questions (1.5 marks 

each) of Part-A in short. 

Answer any four questions from Part-B in detail. 2. 

3. Diferent sub-parts of a question are to be attempted

adjacent to each othe 

PART-A 

. (a) Explain the term FEMA? (1.5) 

(b) What is the role of forwarding agents? (1.5) 

)What is duty drawback? (1.5) 

(d) What is the purpose of custom house agents? (1.5) 

e Differentiate between FERA and FEMA. (1.5) 

()What do you understand by SEZ unit? (1.5) 
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(a) Discuss major export promotion schemes in India. 

(8) 

(1.5) 6. (gWhat are negotiating documents under L/C. 

(h) What is the significance of shipping bill as an important 

(1.5) b) Explain provisions to avail facilities for service exports 

(7) 

export document. 

in India. (1.5) ) What is EOU? 

)Differentiate between CIF and FOB. (1.5) 
What is documentary credit? Discuss the mechanism of 1. 
realising payment under letter of credit arangements along 

with the documentation procedure. (15) 
PART-B 

(a) Discuss the general provisions regarding exports under 

(8) 

2. 

Export-Import Trade regulatory framework. 
(b) How the exchange rate can be determined with the 

(7) help of market forces? 

(a)Give a brief account of the provisions for quality 3. 

(8) control and pre-shipment inspection in India? 

(b) Explain documentation process used for excise and 

(7) custom clearance. 

4. What are the responsibilities of Insured under a cargo 
insurance contract? Also mention the procedure and related 

(15) documents needed for filing a claim. 

(a) What is the role of EXIM bank in promoting the 

(8) international trade? 

(b) What is credit risk? Describe the types of cover issued 

(7) by ECGC. 
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